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Abstract

Game-based assessment have received a lot of attention in the last decade. In a recent study of
human resources practitioners, 75% of participants indicated that they would consider using
gamification as part of their own recruitment and selection strategy in the near future. Following the
methodological approach previously used in educational environment, two approaches to building
and using GBA in the organizational environment can be distinguished: gamified assessment – by
gamifying (already existing) psychometric test; psychometric play - use of a game to gather
evaluation data. Previous studies highlighted that those applying for a job are eager to use gamebased assessment for self-evaluation, especially when these games are available for free. Game-based
assessments can also help maintain a high commitment during the evaluation, which reduces the
likelihood of some candidates dropping out in the process and also increases the amount of time
that data can be collected. Current paper aim at presenting the preliminary efforts made to gamify
two psychometric tests, namely spatial and verbal reasoning.
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1. Introduction
During the last decade, the application of game element, game mechanics and
game design in non-gaming contexts such as in business, education, and social projects
has emerged as a major trend. Gamification, defined as the use of game-play mechanics
for non-game applications (Deterding et al., 2011) have become one of the most
discussed developments in recent years within the framework of staff assessment,
especially in the selection area. Game-based ratings have received a lot of media attention
and managed to capture the interests of many organizations (eg Unilever, AXA Group,
Deloitte etc.). In a survey of HR practitioners deployed by Cut-e Group in 2017, 75% of
participants indicated that they are going to consider gamification as part of their own
recruitment and selection strategy in the near future.
Gamification can be used for numerous purposes and in various fields. For instance,
gamification has a particularly special place in the HR community. Jacobs (2012), stated
that “we can gamify many areas of HR, from talent sourcing through to performance
management” (p.14). Modern day HR divisions take an increasingly data-driven
approach to people management, i.e., the people analytics approach. Games are a
powerful instrument for studying human behavior. In a game, rather than asking
someone what they did, you can directly observe their behavior. Games also foster
increased participation and motivation, which leads to increased quantity and quality of
data. By coupling the data advantage provided by gamification with sophisticated analytic
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techniques, meaning can be extracted.
Although the evidence is still insufficient, there are a number of arguments for the
benefits of game-based assessment. Overall, employers can use game-based assessment
to present an innovative image of the organization and increase their attractiveness to
potential candidates without compromising their professionalism. The use of (serious)
games as an evaluation tool can extend and even strengthen the field of assessment as
this type of games has the potential to reveal both the knowledge and the skills and traits
that are more difficult to detect when evaluated through traditional evaluation methods,
(De Klerk, Eggen & Veldkamp, 2014; Mislevy et al., 2014).
Game-based assessments can also help maintain a high commitment during the
evaluation, which reduces the likelihood of some candidates dropping out in the process
and also increases the amount of time that data can be collected (Iseli, Koeig, Lee, &
Wainess, 2010; Levy, 2013). Previous studies (Kato & de Klerk, 2017) have also shown
that game-based assessment reduces testing anxiety and is more likely to generate
genuine responses from candidates because they are immersed in gaming experience
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).
The use of (serious) games as an evaluation tool can extend and even strengthen the field
of assessment as this type of games has the potential to reveal both the knowledge and
the skills, and traits that are more difficult to detect when evaluated through traditional
evaluation methods, (De Klerk, Veldkamp & Eggen, 2015; Mislevy et al., 2014).
In contrast to a standardized test, which only produces product data, a serious game also
provides process data. Process data are mouse clicks, keystrokes, navigational behavior,
time stamps etc. (Rupp et al., 2012). Performance in a serious game can produce many
pages of log file data in just a short period of time. The challenge is to find meaningful
relationships between the data presented in the log files and their relationships to the
constructs to be measured in real life.
Even if this effective tool is developing with success especially among big corporations,
we need to underline some of its pitfalls. First of all, we need to make some
considerations about the costs faced to sustain this new solution. For this type of
approach, any organization will need to be supported by experts of gamification and
psychologists specialized in psychometrics. It has been estimated that 80% of gamified
apps will fail to meet business objectives, primarily due to poor design
(http://theundercoverrecruiter.com). In fact, first it is important to understand what the
organization is looking for in terms of soft skills, and second, it is essential to translate
these needs and requests in the right forms of gamified solutions. Nevertheless, with the
psychometric models improving (Mislevy et al., 2014), we might also see game-based
assessment being used for a summative or credentialing purpose in the future.
2. Objective
Following the methodological approach already used in educational
environment (Al-Azawi et al., 2016), two approaches to building and using GBA in the
organizational environment can be distinguished: gamified assessment – by gamifying
(already existing) psychometric test; psychometric play - use of a game to gather
evaluation data.
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Starting from those literature review findings, the objective of this paper is to present the
efforts made (psychometric considerations) to gamify two psychometric tests: spatial and
verbal reasoning.
3. Requirements of Valid Assessment
One of the most important aspect of any type of assessment is to be valid,
accurate and precise. If researchers cannot claim that what they intend to measure is
what they are actually measuring, no conclusions drawn from those measurements can
be valid (Landres, 2015). For example, when constructing surveys, a variety of rules and
guidelines must be followed for scales to represent what they are intended to represent.
Similarly, when administering an interview, questions must be carefully constructed to
precisely target the intended domain (Moustakas, 1994).
Similar rules and regulations must be followed also in game based assessment approach.
If an assessment game could be made to achieve a similar level of attractiveness as
commercial hit games while maintaining psychometric properties similar to or better
than existing measures, it could be used as a replacement to traditional testing methods.
Second, presenting a cognitive test as a game in a high-stakes environment may mitigate
some of the effects of test anxiety, which contaminates the validity of test scores when
present (Cassady & Johnson, 2002).
Although introductions to modern quantitative measurement and psychometric aspects
are available for games researchers (Landers & Bauer, 2015), in-depth treatments are
generally lacking. When creating an assessment game, most foundationally, reliability and
validity must be established. Because a measure can never be considered simply “valid”
or “invalid” (Landers & Bauer, 2015), the validation of an assessment game involves the
compilation of numerous types of evidence from several different types of sources,
including evidence from test content, response processes, and the internal structure of
the measures (Messick, 1995).
Before the data obtained in any assessment activity can be used in psychodiagnostic
differential activities, it is necessary to determine whether they meet certain conditions.
Since 1967, Lienert has proposed a classification of the main and secondary criteria.
Among the main criteria one can find objectivity, fidelity and validity, and among the
secondary ones normality, comparability, economy and utility. Bartram (1994) gives
almost exclusively attention to fidelity and validity. In Romania, authors such as Schiopu
(1997) or Rosca (1972) specify criteria such as standardization, fidelity, validity and
sensitivity.
As it can be seen from the literature, there is unanimity in terms of two fundamental
criteria, namely fidelity and validity. The fidelity of a test refers to the accuracy with
which a test measures a particular feature (Urbina, 2004). This assumes the scores of a
test must be reproducible, that is to obtain similar results by repeating the measurement,
for the same persons, under the same conditions, with tests measuring the same trait /
skill on different occasions (Stan, 2002). Among the best known methods of verifying
test fidelity are: test-retest method; the parallel form test method; half-split test method.
The most famous way to test a test's fidelity is to use the test-retest method. This
involves administering a test to the same samle of participants in two different rounds.
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The correlation resulting from two successive administrations of the same test is called
test-retest fidelity index. Practically, the temporal stability of the same test is also
measured, which is why this index can also be referred to as the stability coefficient. If
the period between the two administrations is relatively low (eg two weeks), this
coefficient can also be called a confidence coefficient, indicating the degree of trust that
can be given to the instrument used.
The parallel form method assumes either random extraction of samples from a
population of items of the same nature, the correlation coefficient obtained indicating
the degree of certainty with which a particular trait can be measured, or the use of two
different forms of administration of the same items (paper-pencil vs. electronic). The
correlation coefficient obtained through the correlation between tests with parallel forms
is called the coefficient of equivalence. If the context does not allow the use of parallel
forms or the repeated administration of the same test, the split-half test method may be
used. This involves creating two sets of items from the original set of items of the test
and calculating the correlation coefficient between them.
From a psychometric perspective, Cronbach's alpha is believed to be absolutely
necessary, but not enough for a test to be used - this is where the issue of validity
become important (Sawilowsky, 2003). Validity is the quality of a test to precisely
measure the feature it claims to measure (Stan, 2002). In Legendre's conception (apud
Bernier & Pietrulewicz, 1997), validity is the ability of an instrument to really measure
what it is to be measured. In practice, we mostly encounter content validity, construct
validity, and face validity. Content validity implies accepting the idea that a test is the
expression of a sample of items (or tasks) considered by a board of experts to be
representative of the measurement of a particular characteristic. In this regard, examining
the content validity is based on a detailed examination of the contents of the items in a
test and determining the suitability with the whole test.
The construct validity or the theoretical validity is defined as an indication of the degree
to which the test measures a specific construct (Stan, 2002). Assessment specialists make
predictions about the behavior intended to be tested based on a particular theory, thus
making a translation of theoretical variables into observable and measurable behaviors.
The face validity is the one evaluated by profans (users) who appreciate the content of a
test to see if it is appropriate to the trait it claims to measure. Because it is a rather vague
indicator for test validity, and because of the inherent subjectivity of those requested to
evaluate it, it is usually used only in the early stages of building or validating a tests. It can
be said that a test has face validity when there is a logical and obvious correspondence
between test items and what a test is intended to measure (Stan, 2002). Although this is
not an indication of the psychometric validity of a test, it is still a desirable feature
because it facilitates the acceptance and involvement of participants in the test activity.
4. Results
Taking into consideration the above-mentioned aspects, in the following we
present the analysis of the most important statistical indicators for the original and
gamified versions of the spatial reasoning test (cubes) and the verbal reasoning test
(propositions).
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The spatial reasoning test evaluates the ability to understand complex plans and forms, as
well as the ability to manipulate certain forms of two or three dimensions and to identify
patterns or relationships between them. This also involves the mental manipulation of
spatial forms. The test selected to be gamified involves the identification and counting of
a series of cubes distributed in different types of shapes, including those which are not
directly visible (for example, behind the front row of the cubes). The paper-pencil
version of the test is illustrated in Figure 1. It contains 15 images involving the use of
two main abilities, namely the ability to visualize spatial images and spatial reasoning,
namely the ability to manipulate and to think mentally with these images.
The Cronbach's alpha value (table 1) for paper-pencil version of the scale (α = .830), is
well above the recommended value of .07 (Kline, 2000).
Table 1. Reliability statistics paper-pencil
Cronbach's Alpha
Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items
.830
.831

N of Items
15

Figure 1: Spatial reasoning paper-pencil version

However, the situation is slightly different in the case of the electronic / gamified version
(Figure 2). The gamified version involves running of the 15 items screens in order, the
person being evaluated switching from one item to the next one as it provides a response
to the previous item.

Figure 2: Spatial reasoning gamified version (screen capture examples)
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Similarly with the original paper-pencil version of the test, the value of the fidelity index
(Cronbach's alpha) for the gamified/electronic version is also above the recommended
value (.07) α = .787, as can be seen from Table 2.
Table 2. Reliability statistics gamified version
Cronbach's Alpha
Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items
.787
.797

N of Items
15

Continuing the fidelity analysis we notice that the value of the correlation coefficient for
alternative forms (Table 3), also called equivalency coefficient (pencil-paper and gamified
version) is very high (r = .524, p <.001). In other words, between the original form of
the paper (pencil-paper) and the electronic/gamified one, there is a significant positive
correlation with a large Cohen effect size.
Table 3. Pearson Correlation parallel forms
Paper-pencil

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Gamified version
.524**
.000
50

Although the coefficients calculated so far seem to be sufficient for the psychometric
validation, we have also decided to calculate the correlation obtained after two successive
measures (gamified version), the so-called test-retest fidelity. The gamified version of the
test was applied to the same participants sample with a time span of two to three weeks.
The test-retest fidelity index is aslo high, r = .530, p <.001, signifying a strong positive
correlation with a large Cohen effect size, the sample exhibiting very good time stability
(Table 4).
Table 4. Pearson Correlation test-retest
Gamified version t0

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Gamified version t1
.530**
.002
31

The data for the verbal reasoning are still in collecting phase and the analysis will follow
the same pattern as the one deployed for the spatial reasoning test.
5. Conclusions
In summary, game based assessment is a young but highly promising area of
research. With further development, such assessment techniques could effectively
replace the dull, time-consuming, and anxiety-producing traditional approaches
commonly used today, including both cognitive and non-cognitive measures in both lowstakes and high-stakes contexts. Rigorous experimental designs, large sample sizes, a
multifaceted approach to validation, and in-depth statistical analyses should be the
standard, not the exception.
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